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Keynote interview
Cover story
Marketwatch
Boardroom interviews
Finance & regulatory
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Finance & regulatory
Sales & marketing
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Cruise ship orders
Significant ferry orders
Refurbishment update
Power & propulsion
Architectural insights
Yard focus
Safety & security
Efficient operations
Communications
Environmental
On the bridge
Interior & deck design
Galley & restaurant
Entertainment & systems
Food & beverage
Retailing & concessions
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Northern Europe
Mediterranean
Africa & Indian Ocean
Canada & Alaska
N America & Caribbean
Central & S America
Asia Pacific

PLUS:
Regular contributions from our cross-industry
partner associations:

Features
March 2022
Keynote: Arnold Donald,
President and CEO, Carnival
Corporation.
Roundtable: Luxury cruise line
CEOs share insights and
observations about delivering
a 5+ star vacation for
discerning guests.
Roundtable: CEOs discuss the
best tactics to enhance the
appeal of ferry travel.

September 2022
Keynote: Richard Fain,
Chairman and CEO, Royal
Caribbean Cruises Ltd.
Roundtable: River cruise line
CEOs discuss the challenges
and opportunities for this
sector amid rising popularity
and more crowded rivers.
Roundtable: CEOs consider
the priorities for the ferry
sector in the years ahead.

In association with

In association with

Our annual Green List
discovers how class societies
are supporting passenger ship
owners in their quest for
more sustainable operations.

Engine room innovation: CFR
reviews a broad selection of
the stand-out new product
and service releases that are
set to transform passenger
ship engine rooms.

Crewing challenges: Passenger
ship owners and ship
management companies
discuss the challenges and
solutions to current issues.

Safety at sea: our annual review
of the latest news and
developments that are
contributing to continuous
safety improvements.

Interior favourites: Cruise
executives and designers
share some of their favourite
products and materials, some
old and some new but all
destined for a long life at sea.

Service please! Much more than
just food, our team of
subject-matter experts
discuss the factors that
combine to elevate the entire
dining experience.

Welcome back! Ports and
destinations from around the
world share their views and
feelings about the return of
cruise ships to their home –
featuring a photograph
montage of unbridled joy.

Exceptional terminals: CFR
wanders the globe in search
of passenger terminals that
are demonstrably efficient,
architecturally imaginative,
and equally appealing to both
owners and passengers.

Also in 2022:
Published in June 2022, e-mail Shelly Palmer
for more information.
Published in December 2022, e-mail
Kimberley McLean for more information.

NOTE: Our editorial regulars and features are subject to change. For the latest information please contact our
Executive Editor Jon Ingleton

